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"Half ingenuous and half wily, winningly hard to pin down. The result is a kind of everyday fantastic. Dalton
nails the Walserian trick of evincing a sincerity nearly indistinguishable from irony. The effect is a poised
instability, more uncanny than the magic the stories sometimes describe."
-Bookforum

"Dalton handles her narratives with a deft skill and a keen, distinct, confident voice that never eases up,
never ceases to surprise, leaving readers happy to experience her intriguing world up close. Just the way we
like it."
-Brooklyn Rail

"[The stories] feel like brilliant sexual fairy tales on drugs. Dalton writes of self-discovery and sex with a
knowing humility and humor."
-Interview Magazine

"'Pura Vida,' about an emotionally unavailable journalist on assignment to cover a sloth clinic in Costa Rica,
is a standout, its final moment between woman and sloth arriving with breathtaking lightness, like the first
flower of spring. Other memorable outings include trips to the Missouri Ozarks ("Wet Look"), the Alps
("Shrub of Emotion"), and the Painted Desert ("Baby Geisha"), with men and women on the verge of, but
never quite reaching, psycho-sexual breakthroughs."
-Los Angeles Magazine Critic's Pick

"[Baby Geisha] pokes fun, it's satirical, there's an underlying delicious irony to it, and the telling parts are the
ones where Dalton coins names, cuts down trees with her paragraphs, gives us just a touch of the absurd...
Dalton's skill as a writer, and above all her expertise in choosing words that play into a darker cultural
picture--an offsetting of America's natural high!--are not to be missed here."
-Fanzine

Baby Geisha is a collection of thirteen sexually-charged stories that roam from the Coney Island Ferris wheel
to the Greek Isles.

True to Trinie Dalton's form, the stories in Baby Geisha are distinctly imagined while also representing a
more grounded approach in the author's style. There's the Joan Didion-obsessed starving journalist of "Pura
Vida," struggling to maintain a relationship with her performance artist sisters (or anyone, for that matter),
on assignment in Costa Rica to write an article on sloth-hugging. "Millennium Chill" is about a woman who
discovers that her body heat is mysteriously linked to that of an elderly beggar.

Baby Geisha serves to support Dalton's reputation as a remarkable stylist and a very original artist.

Trinie Dalton has authored and/or edited five books. Wide Eyed (Akashic), Sweet Tomb (Madras Press), and



A Unicorn Is Born (Abrams) are works of fiction. Dear New Girl or Whatever Your Name Is (McSweeney’s)
and Mythtym (Picturebox) are art compilations. She written articles for venues such as Bookforum, Paper,
Purple, Arthur, The Believer, and Bomb. She teaches book/arts and writing at Pratt and NYU, and is on the
MFA Fiction faculty at Vermont College of Fine Arts.
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From reader reviews:

Richard Vazquez:

Hey guys, do you would like to finds a new book to read? May be the book with the headline Baby Geisha
suitable to you? The actual book was written by well known writer in this era. The book untitled Baby
Geishais one of several books which everyone read now. That book was inspired a lot of people in the world.
When you read this e-book you will enter the new shape that you ever know ahead of. The author explained
their strategy in the simple way, so all of people can easily to understand the core of this guide. This book
will give you a wide range of information about this world now. So that you can see the represented of the
world in this particular book.

Nettie Powers:

Beside this specific Baby Geisha in your phone, it could give you a way to get more close to the new
knowledge or info. The information and the knowledge you will got here is fresh from oven so don't be
worry if you feel like an older people live in narrow small town. It is good thing to have Baby Geisha
because this book offers to you readable information. Do you often have book but you don't get what it's
about. Oh come on, that will not happen if you have this with your hand. The Enjoyable agreement here
cannot be questionable, including treasuring beautiful island. Techniques you still want to miss this? Find
this book in addition to read it from today!

Francisco Morgan:

This Baby Geisha is fresh way for you who has attention to look for some information since it relief your
hunger info. Getting deeper you on it getting knowledge more you know or perhaps you who still having bit
of digest in reading this Baby Geisha can be the light food for yourself because the information inside this
specific book is easy to get by means of anyone. These books develop itself in the form that is certainly
reachable by anyone, that's why I mean in the e-book application form. People who think that in publication
form make them feel tired even dizzy this reserve is the answer. So there is no in reading a reserve especially
this one. You can find what you are looking for. It should be here for you. So , don't miss this! Just read this
e-book variety for your better life in addition to knowledge.

Carolyn Charles:

Reserve is one of source of information. We can add our know-how from it. Not only for students but also
native or citizen require book to know the revise information of year in order to year. As we know those
guides have many advantages. Beside we add our knowledge, can also bring us to around the world. With the
book Baby Geisha we can get more advantage. Don't someone to be creative people? To be creative person
must choose to read a book. Merely choose the best book that acceptable with your aim. Don't become doubt
to change your life at this book Baby Geisha. You can more desirable than now.
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